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RE: Hoop House Options, 7/25/17 
 
Chair Hartmann and Honorable Members of the Board of Supervisors: 
 
Please accept these comments on behalf of the Committees for Land, Air, Water and Species 
(CLAWS).  CLAWS appeared before your Board in June on this topic and asked that the County 
follow appropriate procedures and undertake a reasoned analysis of this issue in conformance with 
the law.  Your Board instead took an action that lacked care or a reasoned analysis, created a conflict 
with the County’s zoning ordinance, and violated applicable law.   
 
CLAWS and the community recognize that hoop houses offer benefits to both conventional, synthetic 
chemical-based agriculture as well as for organic and sustainable agricultural operations.  Hoop 
houses offer potential benefits of reduced water use, reduced or avoided pesticide use, improved 
worker conditions and increased agricultural productivity, but when large areas are covered, can have 
significant aesthetic impacts to scenic areas and can change and concentrate storm water runoff, 
triggering erosion, and generate large volumes of plastic waste.  When abandoned in place, hoop 
houses contribute to litter as the plastic degrades and is blown off-site.   
 
In short, CLAWS believes hoop houses offer benefits but have impacts, and as such, should be 
allowed with limited permit requirements in most circumstances where standards for use ensure that 
impacts will be avoided.  Where uses do not comply with the standards, or other site-specific factors 
indicate impacts could be significant – such as large concentrations of hoop houses in scenic areas – a 
discretionary permitting process is appropriate.  We implore the County to conduct a reasoned public 
process in adopting standards for the use of hoop houses, as was contemplated as part of the County 
Long Range Planning Department’s Annual Work Plan.   
 
It is critical that the County follow appropriate procedures in exercising their discretion in this matter.  
The “Options” reflected in the Staff presentation contain specific standards for exemptions, and to the 
extent the Board’s “direction” indicates the final adoption of a specific standard, that “direction” is 
itself subject to CEQA.  The Board’s direction in this matter, should they elect to consider standards 
for exempt structures, should be general in identifying issues for staff to consider during a review 
process conducted in accordance with CEQA prior to any final decision.   
 
 






